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The problem under consideration is that of determining

a simple and effective invariant of knots. To this end, the

Conway polynomial is defined as a generalization of

Alexander's original knot polynomial. It is noted, however,

that the Conway polynomial is not a complete invariant. If

two knots are equivalent, as defined in this investigation,

then they receive identical polynomials. Yet, if two knots

have identical polynomials, no information about their

equivalence may be obtained. To define the Conway

polynomial, the Axioms for Computation are given and many

examples of their use are included. A major result of this

investigation is the proof of topological invariance of

these polynomials and the proof that the axioms are

sufficient for the calculation of the knot polynomial for

any given knot or link.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Everyone has some conception of what a knot is:

consider the overhand knot, in Figure 1, or the figure-eight

knot in Figure 2. A question which arises is when are two

knots the same? Under what circumstances could one knot be

transformed into another knot without tying or untying any

part of the knot? Experiments with a piece of string

convinces one that the overhand knot and the figure-eight

knot are different: one cannot be transformed into the

other without passing one end of the string through some

loop. This, however, does not constitute a proof that the

transformation cannot be accomplished without untying one of

the knots. The problem is how to show mathematically that

one knot is distinct from another.

To start, we need a mathematical definition of a knot

and the meaning of equivalent knots. We note that all knots

are equivalent if tying and untying are allowed;

Figure 1 Figure 2
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obviously, these operations cannot be permitted in our

definition. To accomplish this, we will eliminate the ends

of the knots. The easiest method is to simply join the ends

together. Thus, we see that a knot is simply a subset of

3-dimensional space which is homeomorphic to a circle (2).

Two knots are equivalent when one can be transformed into

the other only by untwisting and rearranging the strands.

To mathematically distinguish between some knots, we

introduce the knot polynomial, specifically Conway's

polynomial. It is a generalization of two ideas: linking

number and Alexander's knot polynomial (1928). Alexander's

polynomial distinguishes between knots while Conway's

polynomial is capable of distinguishing between knots and

links. We shall see that if two knots are the same, they

will have the same Conway polynomial. However, if two knots

have the same polynomial, there is no guarantee that that

they are equivalent knots. The classic Alexander polynomial

is defined only up to sign. Conway's polynomial is also

capable of distinguishing many links from their mirror

images- a capability not available to the Alexander

polynomial. Given the Conway polynomial, the Alexander

polynomial can be reconstructed from it with the appropriate

algebraic manipulations. Thus, the Conway polynomial is a

true generalization of the Alexander polynomial.
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Many applications of knot theory can be found in the

sciences. For example, geneticists are using a simple

mathematical model to obtain information abount cell

replication. DNA topoisomerases are enzymes that convert

rings of DNA from one topological form to another by linking

them and even tying them in knots. Biologists have

discovered that the topological form of a DNA molecule has

important consequences in its functions in the cell. A

quantity which influences the configuration of a

double-strand DNA ring is the number of times one strand

goes completely around the other strand. This quantity is

known as the linking number. By applying the concepts of

knot theory to this linking number, scientists are able to

better understand the process of cell replication (1,3).
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CHAPTER II

AXIOMS FOR COMPUTATION OF THE CONWAY POLYNOMIAL

The greatest advantage in using the Conway polynomial

rather than the Alexander polynomial is the ease of

computation. Computing the Conway polynomial involves only

a recursive use of specified axioms and definitions. To

develop this algorithm, we first introduce the concept of

linking number and a few definitions and theorems which are

taken from Formal Knot Theory by L. Kauffman (2).

Definition 1: A knot K is a subset of 3-dimensional

Euclidean space R3 that is homeomorphic to a circle.

Equivalently, a knot K is an embedding of a circle in fR. A

knot which is equivalent to the union of a finite number of

closed straight-line segments, whose endpoints are the

vertices of the knot is said to be tame. If a knot is not

tame, it is said to be wild (1). Also, knots will be given

an orientation which specifies the direction of the strands.

Most of the knot theory developed in this paper is

applicable only to tame knots; we will use the term knot to

mean a tame, oriented knot.

5
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Definition 2: L is a link if L is a union of

nonintersecting knots.

Knots and links will be depicted through their planar

projections, with crossings indicated by broken line

segments. Thus,

represents the oriented trefoil or clover leaf knot. Such a

picture will be referred to as a knot diagram.

To determine the linking number of any link, we will

make use of the following idea. Given a link L, let D be a

surface whose boundary is one of the comprising knots.

Using the right hand rule, we give D the orientation induced

from the orientation of the knot. The orientation of D

defines a positive and a negative normal direction to the

surface. Now, consider how each of the other adjacent

comprising knots penetrate the surface D. If it breaks

through in the positive direction, the linking number for

that vertex will be +1; if it breaks through in the

negative direction, the linking number is -1. To determine

the linking number of the entire link, we will simply find

the sum of the linking numbers of each vertex.
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Example :

We now present the computation axioms,some necessary

lemmas, and examples.

Axioms for Computation of the Conway Polynomial

1. To each oriented knot or link K, there is associated a

polynomial, VK (z) 6 Z[z] such that equivalent links receive

identical polynomials. Here, Z[z] is the ring of

polynomials with integer coefficients.

2. If K is an unknotted circle (called an unknot), then

K 1.

3. If K,K, and L are the links that differ at the site of

one crossing as indicated below, then vK - = zV
A

/ zKN

K LK
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Definition 3: A link L is said to be split if it is

equivalent to a union of non-empty sublinks L1 and L2 that

are contained in disjoint regions of the planar diagram.

Example:

Lemma 1: If L is a split link, then vL = 0.

Proof: We may assume that L has a diagram in the form:

diliii Le

Here, L1 and L2 represent the remaining portions of the

link, not including that specific crossing. By Axiom 3,,we

may form the links K and K such that K,K, and L differ at

the site of one crossing.

K K L

K is equivalent to K by a 23 rotation of L1 , and,by Axiom 1,

vK = vK. By Axiom 3,

VK KvK =z vL

0 = ZVL

O~vL0
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Lemmi 2: When K is a simple link of linking number +1 (as

depicted below), vK = z.

Proof: By Axiom 3, consider the links K, K, and L that

differ at. the site of one crossing.

K K L

The link K is equivalent to a split link, and L is

equivalent to an unknotted circle. Thus, v- = 0 and vL = 1.

By Axiom 3, vK -V = z-v ,
K K L

vK = 1.D

Similarly, vK = -z when K is a simple link of linking number

-1. This is an example of the Conway polynomial

distinguishing between a link and its mirror image.
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Lemma 3: If K is the trefoil knot with the orientation

depicted below, then vK = 1 + z2

Proof: We use Axiom 3 to form the three links that differ

at the site of one crossing.

K K L

K is an unknot and thus vK = 1. Since L is equivalent to a

simple link of linking number +1, vL = z. Thus,

-K K z L '

VK = 1 + z-vL,

VK = 1 + z2.0

When links A,B, and C are related in the form,

A B C
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we shall define a relationship a and 8, such that A = B e C,

B = A e C.

By axiom 3, VA VB = zvC and VBC - vB = zvc,

VA VAeC = zvC and VBC = VB + zvC'

VA - z-vC = VAeC and VAB = VA + z-VB

(substitute A for B and B for C in the second equation).

The operations e and e are non-associative, non-commutative

binary operations defined on appropriately related pairs of

links.

To show that the axioms are sufficient for any given

link, we shall need the concept of a skein decomposition of

a knot K. Let us return to the trefoil knot as an example.

K K L

L L U

By the notation introduced previously, K = K s L, L = L * U,

where K is an unknot, U is an unknot, and L is equivalent to

a split link (or unlink); K = K e (T , U). This is a skein
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decomposition of K, the trefoil knot, where the individual

components are unknots and unlinks. These are referred to

as the generators of the skein. The notation originates

from Conway.

Lemma 3: Each link L has a skein decomposition into

generators. Hence, the Conway polynomial may be computed

using the axioms for any knot.

Proof: If L is a knot, there is a sequence of crossing

changes that will unknot it. Since knots are embedded,

oriented circles in R3, how can we proceed from a given knot

to an unknotted circle? Given the knot diagram, choose a

point p on the diagram. Travel from p along the diagram and

as each vertex is encountered the first time, draw an

overcrossing. When the same vertex is encountered again,

draw an undercrossing. Continue in this manner until you

return to p. This procedure will yield an unknot.
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If L is a link, then some sequence of crossing changes

will yield a collection of unknotted, unlinked generators.

Thus, there is a sequence L=L0 1 ,.. .,Ln such that La+1 is

obtained from Li by switching one crossing and the final

result, Ln' is a skein generator.

L = 0L L1 S c1L'

L 1 = L2 E c2L2

L = L e c L'n-1 n n n

Note that A$" (-B) = A e B and ck = +,-1. Here, Lk' is

obtained from Lk-1 and Lk by removing the switched crossing.

This gives a skein decomposition of L into L andn

(Li',L2 ',...Ln'). The links in this set have diagrams with

one less crossing than the diagram L. By induction on the

number of crossings, each Lk' has a decomposition into

generators.
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CHAPTER III

CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATE POLYNOMIAL

This section will describe the construction of the knot

polynomial in a geometric and combinatorial sense. We will

follow the construction of Kauffman's Formal.Knot Theory

(2). To achieve this, we first require basic definitions.

Definition 4: A universe is a connected planar (multi)

graph with each vertex of degree four. A universe is

oriented if each edge in the graph has direction so that

each vertex is an oriented crossing of two line segments as

in the figure.

There are many methods of traversing a universe depending on

the path taken at each vertex. If the path travels across a

line segment, the path is said to cross that vertex. If the

path meets the vertex but does not proceed across a line

segment, the path is said to call the vertex.

cross call

15
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Note that there are two different ways of calling a vertex.

Each is drawn so that each segment has cusp points, which

are called sites. If these cusps are brought together, the

site becomes a crossing. An exchange of sites is called a

reassembly.

A path that traverses the entire universe, uses each edge

once, and calls every vertex, is called a Jordan trail. A

Jordan curve is obtained from a Jordan trail by separating

the path at each crossing to form a site.

Lemma 5: Every universe yields at least one Jordan trail.

A proof is given in Kauffman (2).0

A state marker will be placed at each vertex to give

information about how to split the vertex in the Jordan

curve. The marker coming from splitting sites can only be

in one of two positions. Thus, implies the

vertex should be split in the following manner.
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Definition 5: A state of a universe U is an assignment of

state markers to the vertices such that no region of

U receives more than one state marker. By Euler's formula,

we note that there are two unoccupied regions and we assume

that they are adjacent regions. We will mark the two

regions without markers with stars. A state may have

markers in any of the four positions at a given vertex.

Example:

Theorem 1a: Let ? be the collection of all states of a

universe U that share a fixed choice of adjacent stars. Let

T be the collection of all Jordan trails on U. Then f and 5r
are in one-to-one correspondence.

Proof: Given a state S, let a(S) be the result of splitting

all vertices as indicated by their state markers. We will

never arrive at the situation where the marked and unmarked

(m and n repectively in ) sides of a vertex

share the same region. If so, the common region would

separate the stars (and the stars are adjacent). This
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guarantees the loss of one region after each vertex is

split. Hence, there must be exactly two regions that remain

after all vertices are split. Thus a(S) is a Jordan trail,

and a: Y -7.

To obtain b: 7 - , grow two trees such that each is

rooted at one star. As the tree enters each room, place a

marker at the site in the room. These trees determine a

collection of state markers such that ab and ba are identity

maps. This completes the proof.0

Next, we observe how a state may be transposed when the

two regions involved share a common boundary that resides

adjacent to the two state markers, one in each region.

Consider the diagram - .. - - - ,where

the dotted line represents how the remainder of the knot is

related to these crossings. If the states are related in

the previous manner, such a move (as depicted in the above

example) may be performed and is called a state

transposition. Both markers will rotate in the same clock

direction during a state transposition. Thus, a state

transposition may be labelled as a clocked (counterclocked)

move if both markers rotate in the clock (counterclocked)

direction. A state which admits only clockwise

(counterclockwise) moves is referred to as a clocked

.(counterclocked) state.
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Definition 6: If S and S' are two states of an oriented

universe U, S < S' whenever there is a series of clockwise

moves connecting S to S'.

The Clock Theorem may now be stated. This is the major

combinatorial result in our study and the proof will be

constructed in Chapter V.

Clock Theorem: Let % be a universe and f the set of states

U for a given choice of adjacent fixed stars. Then Y has a

unique clocked state and a unique counterclocked state. Any

state in f can reached from the clocked (counterclocked)

state by a series of clockwise (counterclockwise) moves;

hence, any two states in f are related by a series of state

transpositions. Also, the collection of states forms a

lattice whose top is the clocked state and whose bottom is

the counterclocked state.

An important consequence of the Clock Theorem is the

idea of the sign of a state S, a(S). To explore this idea,

we must first classify the state markers into categories

according to placement of the state markers with respect to
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the crossing direction. This terminology is due to

Kauffman.

black hole white hole

up down

Definition 7: Let S be a state of an oriented universe U.

Let b(S) represent the number of black holes in S. The sign
of the state S is defined to be a(S) = (-I)b(S)

Definition 8: Let U be an oriented universe, let R1,

R2,...Rn, Rn+1, and Rn+2 denote the regions of U, and V1 ,

V2 .. .Vn the vertices of U. Let P be the set of all states

of U with stars in Rn+1 and Rn+2 as adjacent regions.

Choose the ordering of the vertices so that the

region-vertex assignment (R - V.: i =1,...n) corresponds to

a state S0 in Y with a(S0 ) = 1. Let S(n) denote the set of

permutations of 1,2,...n. Let sgn(p) be the sign of any

permutation p in S(n). We recall that sgn(p) = (-1)t, where

t is the number of moves in a series of transpositions that

transforms p into the identity permutation.

Since each state in ? will be completely determined by

some region-vertex assignment, there is a well-defined
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injective function P :? - S(n) where VP . is the vertex
P(S)i

with a state marker in region R., i = 1,...n. The injection

P : - S(n) is called the permutation assignment for T.

Lemma 6: Let S and S' be states of an oriented universe U

such that S' may be obtained from S by one state

transposition. Then, a(S) = -a(S').

Proof: The proof is direct and is outlined in Kauffman.o

Proposition 1: Let f be a state collection for an oriented

universe U, and P:5 S(n) a permutation assignment for S.

Then the signs of the state agree with the signs of their

corresponding permutations. That is, o(S)=sgn(P(S)) for all

S E Y.

Proof: The proof is a straightforward consequence of the

Clock Theorem.o

Given these definitions and results, we now describe

the idea of the state polynomial. We first need to label

each vertex . Suppose K is a labelled universe with n

vertices; i.e. around each vertex, the regions are labelled

B,1,W,1 so that the ones are placed in opposite regions and

the B and W are in opposite regions.
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I
Example: I13

4.

We will consider two methods for computing the state

polynomial of K. First, we will define it to be the

determinant of an appropriate matrix and second, we will

consider the state polynomial in a geometric sense.

Let R ,R2 ,...Rn,Rn+1,Rn+2 be an ordering of the regions

of the oriented universe U (with Rn+1 and Rn+2 representing

the adjacent, starred regions) that satisfies definition 8.

This yields a permutation assignment P: F - S(n), the set of

all states of U. The (generalized) Alexander matrix of a

labelled universe K, denoted by A(K) = (A..), is defined to

be the n x (n + 2) matrix with columns corresponding to the

ordered set of regions and rows corresponding to the ordered

set of vertices, and entries defined as below:

- 0 if R. does not touch V.

A.. = - B,W,or 1 if R. touches V. in

the vertex corner corresponding to

the label

- (B + W) or 2 if R. touches
3

two corners at the vertex V.
a

The (reduced) Alexander matrix A(K,P) is the n x n matrix

obtained from A(K) by deleting the columns Rn+1 and Rn+2'
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The state polynomial is the determinant of the reduced

Alexander matrix.

Example: K

Av3
R5V Pp

Vi

V2

V
3

A(K)

A(K,T) = W

B

0

R1

w

B

0

0

w

B

0

w

B

R3

1

1

1

B

0

w

1

1

1

1

1

1

Thus,the state polynomial = det(A(K, ))

2= W(W-B)+1(B2}

= W 2- BW + B2

An alternate method for computing the state polynomial

is to first define the inner product <K(S> of a labelled

universe K and a state S by <KIS> = a (S)V1(s)V22(S) 'n ()
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where Vk(S) is the ocurrence of the state marker of S at the

kth vertex. Thus, Vk(S) = B,W, or 1 depending on the

position of the state marker of S at the given vertex.

<KIS> may be regarded as an element of the polynomial

ring whose generators are the collection of labels of K.

The state polynomial for K, a labelled universe, is then

defined to be <K|r> =-Z <KjS>.
Sep K

Example: ~

S, <K\S,'> :+W*B

S< KIS>

Proposition 2: The determinant of the reduced Alexander

matrix is the state polynomial. Thus, <KI?> = Det(A(K,r)).

Proof: The definition of the determinant is given by:

Det A(K,7 ) = Z sgn(p)-A -*A *...A . The terms
peS(n) p(1),1 p( 2 ),2 p(n),n

of the state polynomial, <KIe> = Z a(S)V1 (S)...v (S),
se n

correspond exactly to the non-zero terms in the determinant

expansion. By Proposition 1, a(S) = sgn(P(S)) for the

permutation assignment P : ? -. S(n). The proposition

follows directly.o

At this point, one particular labelling must be

distinguished, that of the standard label. A standard label
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at each crossing will have the form: I

which will be abbreviated simply as

Theorem 1: Let K be a standard labelling for an oriented

universe U. Let I and T' be two collections of states for

different choices of adjacent fixed stars. Then

<K|7> = <K|Y'>. Hence, for each pair of non-negative

integers (r,s), the number of states of 5 with r black holes

and s white holes is the same as the number of states of s'

with r black holes and s white holes.

To prove Theorem 1, we introduce an indexing of regions

which originates from Alexander (1). Each region is

assigned an integer index such that the indices of adjacent

regions differ by one. The increase or decrease in the

index from region to region depends upon the orientation of

the intervening boundary as depicted below.

p p + 1 p p-1

Lemma 7: Every universe has an Alexander indexing. A proof

is given in Alexander and Kauffman (1,2).0
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The Alexander indexing is used to obtain linear

dependence relations among the columns of the Alexander

matrix. The scheme is that if a combination sums to zero at

a vertex, the sum over all the vertices will be zero.

Specifically, since there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the columns of the Alexander matrix and the regions

of the universe, we may refer to the columns of index p for

an indexed universe. Let cp represent the sum of the

columns of index p. If we examine the form of a single

crossing with the monomial xp placed in one region to

represent the Alexander indexing, we see that if x satisfies

the equation x2 +x(B + W)+1 = 0, then xp+2+ Xp+ 1 (B+W)+ Xp = 0

for any integer p. Thus, Zxpc = 0.

p

Proof of Theorem 1: Let p = B + W. The roots of

x2 + pX + 1 = 0 will be denoted by a and a and satisfy the

equations a -a = 1 and a + a = -p. Using the previous

notations, Zapc = 0 and Za c = 0. Hence, letting
p p p p

[a] = a - a ,then Za c - ZEac = 0 and
p p p p

(I) f>kap-k]c = 0 for any index k (multiply both sides by

-ka ). Let K be the standard labelling of U and A = A(K), the

Alexander matrix. Let A(k,s) be a matrix obtained from the

matrix A(K) be deleting one column of index k and one column

of index s. Let F(k,s) = Det A(k,s). The regions Rn+1 and
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Rn+2 may be assumed to be the adjacent starred regions with

indices 1 and 0 repsectively. The matrix A(1,0) may then be

obtained from deleting these two columns For s~k~r, the

relationship (i) gives us (ii) [ak-r]c = [ap-k]c . If

we introduce the scalar [ak-r] into the determinant F(k,s)

by multiplying a column of index r and use (ii) to replace

the resulting column by a sum involving columns of index not

equal to k or r, we can establish

.. k-r k-s(iii) [a ]F(k,s) = [a ]F(k,r). When the determinant is

taken, by linearity, it will involve only a specific column

of index s. Thus the column of index r is effectively

deleted and replaced by a column of index s multiplied by

[a J. Next, apply (iii) twice with (k,s,r) and (s,r,t) to

yield [ar-t]F(k,s) = [ak-s]F(r,t), where denotes equality

up to sign. Specifically, [as-r]F(s,k) = [as-k]F(s,r) and

[ar-t]F(rs) = [ar-S]F(r,t). Then, [as-r]F(k,s) =

[ak-s ar-s ]JF(r ,t) /[ar-t ] and [ar-t ]F (k, s) [ak-s ]F(r,t).

In particular, if k - s = 1 and r - t = 1, then

F(r,t) F(k,s). Since Det A(r,t) = <Kj$"'> for some choice

of columns such that r - t = 1 and since the sign of the

monomial coefficient BbWw in either of the polynomials <KI|o>

or <KJyf'> is (-1) b, we may conclude that <KI 0> = <KIS '>.

This completes the proof of the theorem.o
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It is worth pointing out at this point the significance

of the identity between intrinsically defined state signs

and the signs of the permutations that correspond with the

states. This identity is crucial to the proof of a number

of theorems and it, in turn, depends upon the Clock Theorem..
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CHAPTER IV

FROM THE STATE POLYNOMIAL TO THE

KNOT POLYNOMIAL

Rather than considering the two-dimensional version of

a knot, its universe and its states, we now move up into the

third dimension. To accomplish this, we need information

relating the vertices of the knot to a labelling of the

universe. If the crossing is sketched as below, then a

labelling of the underlying universe is given below and it

is called a standard crossing.

If the crossing is depicted as below, it is represented as

below and is called a reverse crossing.

[Note that a marker may in reality be a black (white hole),

but if it is a reverse crossing, it will be labelled with a

W (B).] Thus, a knot or link is an oriented universe with

30
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standard or reverse labels at each crossing.

Given a knot diagram K with underlying universe U, and

a state S of U, we have defined the inner product <Kjy> E

Z(B,WJ as <KJS> = a(S)B W , where x represents the number of

coincidences of B-labels with state markers of S that occur

when the diagrams for K and S are superimposed. Similarly,

y denotes the number of coincidences with W-labels.

Example:

K = w

- 4' K c> = - W B

Lemma 8: Let K be a knot or link with underlying universe U

and let I be the set of states of U for a given choice of

adjacent stars. Let <K> = <Kj5>. If K, K, and L are links

that differ at the site of one crossing as indicated below,

then <K> - <K> = (W-B)<L>.

Proof: When K, K, and L are formed, it is possible that the

universe corresponding to K and K is connected while the

universe corresponding to L is disconnected. If so, then K,

K, and L must have the form depicted below.

K L
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By observing that a state in the form below cannot have

adjacent stars, we see that when the universe U' is

disconnected, all states of U will have only up or down

markers at the vertex in question.

Thus, <K> = <K> and <K> - <K> = 0 = <L>. When the

underlying universe is disconnected, the state polynomial is

0, since & is empty. This idea may be restated: if the

vertical dotted line connecting the two strands of L does

not cleave a region of U', then <L> = 0.

L

We now consider the case when L is connected. Let U'

denote the universe of L. Let O' be the set of states of

U'. Let z be the set of states of Y' with a marker to the
left of the dotted line, and * the states of ' with a

marker to the right of the dotted line. We observe that

' = 9 U %. (If the region in U' between the two strands is

occupied by a star, let the star reside on one side or the

other of the dotted line. Thus, R or z will be an empty

set.) If we close the site at the dotted line and add a

marker on the unoccupied side, there is a one-to-one

correspondence of states of U' with a subset of states of U.
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2 is in one-to-one correspondence with V and % is in

one-to-one correspondence with % where 'it is the set of all

states of U with a white hole at the crossing and % is the

set of all states of U with a black hole at the crossing.

<K|#> = W.<LJ > and <KJI4'> = B.<LJ|e>,

<K>= -B-<Lj*> and <KIM> = -W-<Llt>,

<Klv U %> - <j'wl U > = (W - B)-<Lj2 U %> and

<K> - <K> = (W - B)-<L>. This completes the proof of the

exchange identity.D

Theorem 2: Let K be a knot or link with underlying universe

U. Let Y be the set of states of U for a given choice of

adjacent stars. Let <K> = <Kj&f>. Then the polynomial <K>

is independent of the choice of stars.

Proof: The proof uses Lemma 8. Since L has fewer crossings

than K or K, we may assume by induction (on the number of

crossings) that <L> is independent of the choice of stars.

Hence, by the exchange identity, <K> is independent of the
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choice of star placement if <K> is independent. By the

Clock Theorem, any two links with the same-underlying

universe may be connected by a sequence of crossing

exchanges. Thus, it suffices to produce one K such that <K>

is independent of star choice. This is exactly what Theorem

1 provides for K having the standard labelling.o

We now investigate how the state polynomial changes

under simple deformations of the link diagram. Two link

diagrams, K and K', are said to be equivalent if there is a

sequence of elementary moves changing K into K'. The

elementary deformations [the Reidemeister moves (1,2)] are

as depicted below.

Elementary Moves

I I. ZZI I

III. ,. _

We shall establish that <K> becomes an invariant of the

equivalence class of K if we set WB = 1. Specifically, let

I be the ideal in Z[B,W] that is generated by BW - 1. Thus,

Z[B,W]/I is isomorphic to the ring Z[B,B-1]. Let

P: Z[B,W] -+ Z[B,W]/I be this quotient homomorphism. The
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Alexander-ConwayPolynomial of a link K is defined by the

formula v K = P<K>. (In fact, vK is a rational function of

B, but we will see that vK is a polynomial in

W - B = B -B.)

Theorem 3: Let vK = ?<K> let z = W - B 6 Z[B,W]/I. Then

1. If K * K, then vK = vK'

2. If K * 0, then vK = 1 (where 0 denotes the

trivial knot)

3. When K, K, and L are links that

differ at the site of one crossing as indicated

below, then vK - v = zvL'

K K L

Proof: Since <K> is independent of star placement (Theorem

1), we may choose the most convenient placement in the

calculations that follow.

1. If K M K, then vK = v'

We first consider moves of type I. We may assume that

the curl is free of stars and hence must contain a marker.

Thus, there is one-to-one correspondence of states of the

form { > ,- } with states of the form { - }
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Since the marker is either an up or a down marker, this

correspondence of states shows that <K> is invariant under

Type I moves.

We now look at two cases, A and B, of the type II

elementary moves.

Case A:

Case B:

In case A, the crossing is a reverse crossing and

should be labelled as indicated below.

If we choose the star locations as indicated below, we now

have three types of states: So' Si, and S2.

S O 
S 1 

S2

Either the regions X and Y above and below these diagrams

are distinct regions or they are the same region. If they
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are not distinct, then the diagram may be drawn as below

x

KE U( X:Y )

Y

and there are no states of type S0 . Thus, S1 and S2 will

contribute equally to the polynomial, but with opposite sign

and <K> = 0.

If the regions X and Y are distinct, there is a

one-to-one correspondence of states of the form

{ 7 3 } with those of the form { 7 }.

When the strands are pulled apart, both a white hole and a

black hole are lost from the polynomial. Thus,

< > = BW.< > and since BW = 1, this

polynomial is invariant under type II moves.

The argument for Case B is very similar and is omitted

here.

We now move on to type III moves, where

corresponds to . First, consider a state S of

the form m 7, where m signs occupy

regions that have state markers other than at this triangle.

If we slide the horizontal line downward, we will have three
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types of states, So ',S1 ' and S2' of the form below.

S '
2

Consider two links K and K' that differ by a type III move

and diagrammed as follows:

K :

K':

Let a represent the contribution of <KjS> from outside the

given triangle; then <K|S> = BWa, <K'|S0'> = -W2

<K'ISi'> = a, and <K'1S2 '> = W2a. If we now consider the

state polynomial of the union of states Se', S1', and S'

we find that <K(S0 ' U 1' U S2'> = -W2a + a +W2a = a. Thus,

1<K)S> = <K|SC' U S1 'US2'>. Identical types of
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calculations will work in the remaining cases, which are

outlined in Kauffman (2). Therefore, vK is invariant under

type III moves.O

We note that we have already established that these

axioms define a unique invariant of knots and links. Thus,

these three properties suffice to calculate v K without

reference to its definition as a state polynomial. We note

in particular that vK is a polynomial in z, rather than in B

and W.
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CHAPTER V

PROOF OF THE CLOCK THEOREM

Clock Theorem: Let U be a universe and the set of states

of U for a given choice of adjacent fixed stars. Then S has

a unique clocked state and a unique counterclocked state.

Any state in can be reached from the clock (counter-

clocked) state by a series of clockwise (counterclockwise)

moves. Hence any two states in 5 are connected by a series

of state transpositions. The collection of states becomes a

lattice whose top is the clocked state, and whose bottom is

the counterclocked state.

The proof of the Clock Theorem will follow the

construction of Kauffman (1). In order to construct the

proof, we first discuss an algorithm for building the

clocked and counterclocked states.

For convenience, we will discuss a universe in its

strin form, called a string. To obtain a string from a

universe, delete an open edge of a universe which divides

41
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the starred regions. Thus, the trefoil string is

represented as and a state of the

trefoil string is as depicted below..

Before giving the formal details of the Clocking

Algorithm, let us first do an example. Let U be the string

indicated below.

To change the outer trail boundary to the clocked form,

trace U as follows.

To finish clocking U, recursively repeat the procedure as

drawn below.
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Combining this all together, we have the trail T

and the state S.

Here, S has only one available clockwise move and thus is a

clocked state.

Definition 9: Let A and B be strings as below. The sum of

A and B, A s B, is defined by joining the right line of A to

the left line of B.

A B

A string C is called irreducible if it is the sum of only

itself and the trivial string ( ---. _ ). The left line of

the string is referred to as the input line and the right is

the output line. If we regard the input line as extending

indefinitely to the left and the output line as extending

indefinitely to the right, this (infinite) string divides
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the plane into two unbounded regions that correspond to the

starred regions of the universe. With this convention, we

may refer to the bounded and the unbounded regions of the

string.

Definition 10: An edge in a string A is an interior edge of

A if it separates two bounded regions in A. An edge is a

connecting edge if it separates the two unbounded regions.

Definition 11: Let A and B be given strings, and p an

interior point of a non-connecting edge of A. Let

A M [B,p] = A e [B] = C be the resultant string from

replacing the trivial string at p by a copy of B (that does

not intersect the remainder of A).

A A®\IJ

In such a case, we say that C = A e [B] decomposes into a

carrier A and a rider B. This definition generalizes to a

collection of riders (B ,B2'.,.,Bn} and a set of points

(p1 1p 2 ' ...p n in A. The resulting composition is denoted

A e [B1 ,p1 ] [B2 p2] .. . [Bn ' n '

Definition 12: A string is called atomic if it is
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irreducible and has no riders. For example, the trefoil

string is atomic, as is the shell string. It is easy to see

that any string decomposes uniquely into atomic strings.

If all of the interior edges are removed from an atomic

string (retaining small interior arcs where an input or

output line crosses into a bounded region), the result will

be one of the following two forms.

The first is called a curl and the second a shell.

Definition 13: A shell composition is a string that is

obtained from the shell string (see below) by adding riders

of the same form.

Definition 14: The boundary of a string A, aA, is the graph

composed of curls and shells defined inductively as follows:

1. If A is atomic, then 3A is the single curl or shell

obtained be deleting interior edges.

2. a(A a B) = a(A) ea (B))

3. a(A a [B,p]) = 3(A) e [aB,p] when p belongs to aA

a (A a [B,p]) = 3(A) when p does not belong to aA.

(The small interior arcs of the boundary do not

contain composition points p.)
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A

z9Q - c = &iVc C)vs 1'7\ ,

Since the decomposition of strings into atomic strings is

unique, the string boundary is well defined.

Next, let us consider the collection L of string

universes with sites. We define a derivative D: 2' -+ 1 which

when applied iteratively to a given string, will yield a

shell composition with sites. This shell composition is

then used to construct the clocked or counterclocked states.

Definition 15: We first consider the derivative for atomic

strings. If the string is a curl, then

If A is atomic with a shell boundary, then DA is the

result of splitting the vertices on boundary edges of A so

that 3A injects into DA. This uniquely specifies DA for

atomic strings.
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Example:

Having defined the derivative for the atomic strings, we

obtain the derivative of any string by using the following

rules.

1. D(A S B) = D(A) M D(B)

2. D(A s [B]) = D(A) s [D(B)]

3. D(------ ) =

We next obtain higher derivatives, Dn: 'U -+ ? n = 1,2,...,,n.

We can extend the derivative to a map d:i -+ ' by first

ignoring the sites of the string, computing the derivative

of the string, and then inserting the originally ignored

sites. The higher derivatives are defined inductively by

DN = DN-1d for N > 2.

Lemma 9: Let A be a string. Then there exists a positive

integer N such that DDNA = DNA. Let DA represent this

string with sites, and call it a dissection of A. (The

dissection of a string A is a shell composition with sites.)
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Proof: The proof is straightforward and follows easily from

the definitions.o

In a composition of shells, the vertices on each shell

can be split in either clockwise or counterclockwise

fashion, as depicted below.

cx (clockwise)

C'X (counterclockwise)

If X is a composition of shells, then CX denotes the result

of performing a clockwise split on each shell. C'X will be

the result of counterclockwise splits.

Theorem 4: Let A be a string. Let KA = CDA and K'A = C'DA.

Then the trails KA and K'A correspond to the clocked and

counterclocked states of A respectively.

Example:

U D U

A
CCU=CDUJ

D U=a
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In order to prove this theorem, we will analyze the

types of sites that may be added to a shell composition to

obtain a string with sites of the form DA. By specifying

allowed sites, the proof will emerge. We first discuss

allowed and forbidden interactions.

When viewing a string with sites, we will want to see

its decomposition obtained by closing all of the sites. For

this purpose, we define a map J:'e -+ iU that closes all the

sites. A string with sites will be said to be J-atomic or

J--irreducible when its image under J is atomic or

irreducible.

Consider a composition of shells Y and a single circle

a in Y. Then a is divided into an upper arc a+ and a lower

arc a_. Here a = a+ Ua-, a+ fla_ = {p,q} where p and q are

the intersection points of a with a line e. Let a0

represent the intersection of e with the bounded interior

region determined by a. Note, in Y, the lines a +,a - and a

may each have riders. Suppose that the riders of a are

U ,U2,...,Ur; the riders of a_ are L1,L2,...Ls; the riders

of a0 are MiM2 '...Mt. Let F denote this composition of a

and its riders.z0 2

M, Lt
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Let F and F. denote a, plus its riders, and a plus

its riders, repectively. Thus,

Fa = (input and output lines) U F U F U Fa. We now

wish to discuss a method for adding sites to F to form a

string with sites F' such that DJ(F') = F''. A point p ofa a apf
F a is called a pure boundary point if there exists paths,

confined to the bounded regions of F ', from p to the input

and output strands of F' and a path from p to some point ofa

Fa'. With this concept in mind, the following interactionsai

rules are adopted.

Interaction Rules

1. Let--..... denote a string with sites.

Then it may be replaced with either of the two

forms:

2. If Fa' is a string with sites that has been

obtained from a shell composition of Fa,

then more sites may be added between F ' and F
a0  a

if the cusp point of the site coming from F ' is a

pure boundary point.

-
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3. Any J-rider is a substring with sites that has no

site interactions with its containing string (It

corresponds to a decomposable part under J.).

Rules 1 and 2 may be applied to any J-rider on a

given string with sites.

Applications of the Interaction Rules

Rule 2:

It is worth observing what goes wrong when the interaction

rules are violated. For example, add a site

in the form

Then J(F') = and DJ(F') =

Thus, DJ(F') # F' and F' violates rule 2.
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Proposition 3: Let SH denote all strings with sites

obtained by elaborating shell compositions according to the

interaction rules 1,2, and 3. Let U represent the

collection of site-free strings, and J:SH -+ 2 the mapping

that closes all sites. Then J is a one-to-one

correspondence, D C J = SH, and J D = 1,. SH is exactly

the set of elaborated shell compositions obtained by

dissecting strings by D.

Proof: The proof is direct and may be found in Kauffman.o

Lemma 10: Let X e SH be a shell composition with sites

allowed by the interaction rules. Let CX, the result of

performing clockwise moves on all sites of all shells in C,

be decorated with state markers according to the procedure

of Theorem la. Let Fa be a shell configuration within X.

We denote a site with contributing cusps from F and F by
a+ 4

the notation and a site with contributing

cusps from F and F bya0

Then the markers for these sites will appear in CX on

the right and left respectively and have the forms

illustrated below.
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Proof: Note that markers at sites between the top of the

shell (produced by taking the derivative) and the middle

strings go to the right in the form 4 where the

+ sign labels the cusp from the top part of the shell.

Similarly, the markers for sites between middle and the

bottom part of the shell point to the left. This

observation combined with Proposition 3 leads to the proof

of Lemma 10.0

Proof of Theorem 4: Let A be a string. We want to show

that the trail CDA = KA corresponds to a clocked state. It

is simple to observe that CX is clocked whenever X is a pure

shell composition (without sites) and thus, it suffices (by

Proposition #) to show that if X' is obtained form X e6 SH by

the interaction rules, and CX is clocked, then CX' is also

clocked. We must show that the addition of an allowed state

does not create a counterclockwise move.

We will limit our considerations to interactions on a

form like Fa (as depicted earlier). Call F the top, F

the middle, and Fa the bottom. A new site may be added

between the middle and top, the middle and bottom, or it may

be a self-interaction of one of these forms. With the

notation of the previous lemma, we know that all middle-top

or middle-bottom sites receive markers in the form

and . By interaction rule 2, the cusps
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from the top and from the bottom form parts of the boundary

between the interior and the exterior of the curve a. Thus,

a counterclockwise move involving either of these markers

would necessarily move the marker into the exterior of a.

Therefore, no interior counterclockwise moves are possible

from sites of this type.

Finally, consider the introduction of a top-top,

bottom-bottom, or middle-middle site. If this should occur

along F , then it would have the form drawn below.a

A counterclockwise move would involve an interaction of the

form or X

Since the marker at the (x,p) site is on the left and p is

part of the middle portion and top-middle sites have markers

on the right, x must also be part of the middle portion.

This, however, is a forbidden interaction. Each time a

self-interaction occurs, a curve or composition /3 is split

off. Further self-interactions must come from /3 itself.

Thus no counterclockwise moves can come from

self-interactions of the middle.
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Similar arguments apply to the top and the bottom. We

have shown that CF admits only internal clockwise moves.

Since any composition in SH can be decomposed into forms of

this type, we have shown that KA does not admit any

counterclockwise moves. It remains to prove the existence

of clockwise moves in KA.

A composition of curls has no available moves. This

may occur when the shell composition underlying DA is

trivial. If not, then KA does admit a clockwise move which

can be located by searching for a deepest shell in DA. A

deepest shell in a shell composition is a shell whose

middle, top, and bottom have no riders. Since there are a

finite number of shells in the composition, such shells

exist. Thus, an elaboration of a deepest shell by the

interaction rules will always admit a clockwise move. This

completes the proof of Theorem 4.0.

The figure below illustrates some elaborations of riderless

shells, and the available clockwise moves.

A
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We may now approach the proof of the Clock Theorem.

The proof depends on a procedure for going from one state to

any other state by a series of transpositions. The theorem

will follow once this method is clear and we will be able to

prove that the clocked and counterclocked states are unique.

To create a series of transpositions between two states, we

first show that there is a series of exchanges between any

two trails. Each exchange then may be factored into a

series of clockwise or counterclockwise moves between the

corresponding states.

Definition 16:: A trail T' is said to be obtained from a

trail T by an exchange if T' is the result of reassembling

two sites of T.

Upon reassembling a single site, a trail will become

two components. If these components interact at another

site, then a second reassembly at this site will consititute

an exchange. Using string form, the first reassembly

yields an extra component that is homeomorphic to a circle.

Thus, if we ignore the presence of other sites, the generic

form of the exchange is as depicted below.
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We now consider an example of how an exchange factorizes

into a series of clockwise or counterclockwise moves between

the corresponding states.

If there are no other sites between the top and middle, or

between the middle and bottom, then the exchange is

accomplished by a single transposition of the corresponding

states. Since the generic clocked form of the exchange

changes a clocked form into a counterclocked form (or

vice-versa), we shall refer to these as clockwise and

counterclockwise exchanges. We observe in the previous

example that a clockwise exchange corresponds to a series of

clockwise transpositions; this is always true.
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Proposition 4: Let T and T" be trails on a universe U.

Then there exists a sequence of exchanges taking T to T'.

Proof: Since one trail can be transformed into the other by

reassembling all the sites at which they differ, two trails

on the same universe must differ at an even number of sites.

An odd number of reassemblies would leave a disconnected

form and is not permitted. These sites may then be paired

off with each other to give the desired set of exchanges.o

Proposition 5: Let T and T' be trails on a universe U so

that T' is obtained from T by one clockwise exchange. Let S

and S' be states of U with identical star placement that

correspond to T and T'; respectively. Then S' may be

obtained from S by a sequence of clockwise transpositions.

With the exceptions are those state markers at the exchange

sites, any state marker involved in these transpositions

will rotate a total of either 180 or 360 . Thus clockwise

(counterclockwise) exchanges factor into clockwise

(counterclockwise) sequences of transpositions.

Proof: This proposition may be proved by induction on the

number of vertices in the universe U. To achive this, we

must state the details of the factorization procedure more

precisely.
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The generic form of the clockwise exchange is that of a

clocked shell. Hence, it has a top, bottom, and midline as

indicated below.

In general, the top, middle, and bottom will all have extra

sites. The midline itself is a trail with self-interaction

sites and places where the midline has sites with the top

and bottom, called cusps. Let A denote this midline trail

with its sites and cusps. The trail A may be written as a

sum, A = A 1 A 2.. '(A n, of J-irreducible trails with

sites and cusps, where the notion of J-irreducible is

extended by taking an isolated cusp ( -)

as J-atomic. Recall that a trail is J-atomic if the string

obtained by closing all of its sites is atomic. We will use

the terms atomic (irreducible) in place of J-atomic

(J-irreducible).

Each A K is a composition of atoms which are partially

ordered by the relation: A < B whenever A is a rider on B.

If A < B and B < C ,then A < C. Atoms on different AK are

unrelated by this partial order.
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We now state the induction hypothese which constitutes

an exact statement of Proposition 5.

Induction Hypothesis: The clockwise exchange factors into a

sequence of transpositions so that

1. Only markers at the exchange sites and at sites

along the midline trail are utilized.

02. Each exchange site marker rotates clockwise by 90

3. Markers that move which are at sites between the

midline and the top or bottom will turn a total of
0

180 clockwise. Markers at self-interaction sites

of the midline will turn a total of 3604 clockwise.

4. If A is an atom in the decomposition of the

midline, and if A has a cusp rider, then every

marker on A will turn.

5. If A is an atom which has all of its markers

turn in the factorization (A is called an

involved atom) and if A < B (B is an atom), then

B is involved.

6. Rules 1. through 5. specify exactly the

markers involved in the factorization.

Thus we may assume that given an exchange situation on

a universe with N vertices, the proposition is true for all
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universes with fewer vertices. We consider the situation of

the midline trail; either it has self-interaction sites or

not. Let us assume that the midline trail does have a

self-interaction site s. If we remove the site s

by --- + , we obtain a universe

U' with less vertices. All other state markers on U' remain

the same as those on U and the induction hypothesis applies

to U'.

If s is a site on an uninvolved atom, then no new

involvement is created by the removal of s. Hence, by

induction, the factorization of U' extends to a

factorization for U that satisfies the hypothesis.

Next, suppose that s is on an involved atom and that

all the crossings nearest to s remain involved when s is

removed. By induction, these nearby markers undergo

rotations described in the induction hypothesis. If s is

0
reassembled, these rotations in U' induce a 360 rotation of

the marker at s. The geometry of the situation is depicted

below.

(p
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Finally, suppose that s is on an involved atom and that

when s is removed, one or both of the segments from the site

belong to uninvolved atoms in U'. This situation is

illustrated below.

The site s is an interaction site between two atoms A and B.

These ride on the larger atom C, which is involved in U.

When s is removed, the atoms A and B may no longer be

involved. This is because a direct transposition at x and y

is available in U' and B may not be utilized. By induction,

since the larger atom C is still involved in U', this

transposition does occur in the factorization for U'. We

now have a small factoring problem of the same kind, as

indicated below.
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Since this occurs on a universe with less vertices, the

induction hypothesis applies and we have a partial

factorization in U where the marker at s turns through 180.

If the same reasoning is applied to the atom A, we obtain

a
the full rotation of 360 for the marker at s.

The argument for the case where the midline trail has

no self-interaction sites is similar and is omitted here.

This completes the induction argument and the proof of

Proposition 5.0

We are now ready to prove that the clocked (and

counterclocked) states is unique. Let us consider the form

of an atomic trail. If it has the form of a curl, then no

exchanges are available and thus it is unique. Thus we may

assume that the trail T corresponds to an atomic string A

that is not a curl. This means that T can be obtained from

the figure below by:

1. splitting the vertices at x and y

2. connecting {a,b,c} and {a',b',c'} so that 1. and

2. yield a connected curve

3. adding extra sites except at the input and output

lines.

0-0-

10_;C 
C 1
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The three basic possibilities for such an atomic string are

depicted below.

Type a shows a clocked shell to which extra sites may be

added. In type ,0, the sites x and y have been split in a

clocked (or counterclocked) manner. The form with the least

number of sites in the category of /3 is represented as Q.

This applies also to ' and Q 0. To obtain any trail in the

categories ;3 or i, simply add extra sites to the forms P
a

and 7Q.

Since p0 and Y0 admit both clocked and counterclocked

exchanges, no trail in either categories corresponds to a

clocked or counterclocked state. Thus a clocked atomic

trail must have the form of a and a counterclocked atomic

trail must have the form of a'. This decides the outer

shape of the trail and by repeating this criterion on the

midline trail, we arrive at the description of the clocked

state summarized in Theorem 4.

This completes the proof that the clocked and

counterclocked states are unique. Since any state can be
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transformed into a clocked state by performing successive

counterclockwise moves, any state is connected to the

clocked (counterclocked) state by a sequence of

transpositions.

We may now show that.the collection of states is a

lattice. Any marker in a state can be involved no more than

one transposition at a time. Hence, we may label all state

transpositions from the clocked state on one diagram in the

pattern below.

Example:

In this example the moves b1 and b2 cannot be performed
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before a, and the move c must be performed after b2 . Thus,

the moves are restricted by the hierarchy below.

If we write rs to indicate that r must be done before s,

then rs = sr whenver this makes sense. For example,

ab b2 = ab2b but ab2c acb2 since cb2 has no meaning.

Equality here means that the resulting states are identical.

Thus, we generate the following collection of states (where

1 represents the clocked state) from the hierarchy of

operations.

/
a6,~

c~t ,Q

A lattice is a partially ordered set such that every

pair of elements X and Y of Y has a well-defined infimum

X A Y and a well-defined supremum X V Y. If we indicate
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states by a sequence of clockwise moves as above, then X V Y

is the move sequence which corresponds to the set of moves

for X and Y which they have in common. Similarly, X A Y

corresponds to all the moves of X and Y collected together.

If we define a partial order by X < Y whenever there is a

series of clockwise moves from Y to X, this partial order

gives a lattice structure to the set of states of a string.

The proof of the Clock Theorem is now complete.o
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APPENDIX

COMPUTATIONS OF KNOT POLYNOMIALS FOR TWO DIFFERENT KNOTS

WITH THE SAME POLYNOMIAL

The first knot polynomial computed is for the knot

illustrated below. The computations utilize the three

axioms listed in Chapter 2.

/

K

By Axiom 3, vK = + zvL

69

L

l\
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By Axiom 3, we can decompose K into K' and J.

K'

K' = unknotted circle

J is a simple link of linking number -1 and v = -z.

The link L can be decomposed into L and U.

L U

L +z U
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The link L can be decomposed into L' and V.

L' V

L' is a simple link of linking number +1 and vL' = z.

V is an unknotted circle and v = 1.

f,/

W. 
r



Thus, V- =

L =
L

V =

(ii) VL =

-=

K

(iii) v- =

S=
VK

S=
VK

V K =

V- + zv

2z,

V- + zv
L U

2z + z

3z,

v I + zv~K J

1 - z + 3z2

2
1 + 2z2

72
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The other knot under consideration has the form

illustrated below. By Axiom 3, it may be decomposed into K

and L.

K is the trivial knot and v-= 1.
K

vK = VK + zV L

f

,
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By Axiom 3, L may be decomposed into L and U.

L
U

U is an unknotted circle andv = 1.

VL=v + zvU'

Again by Axiom 3, L may be decomposed into L' and V.

V is an unknotted circle and vv = 1.

L' is a split link and v-' = 0.
L

V- = V-' + zv
L L V

VL = V = zvU

(ii) vL = 2z,

vK = v- + zvL

vK = 1+ z(2z)

(iii) vK = 1 + 2z2

Thus,

f
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This is an example of how Conway's polynomial fails to

be a complete invariant. Using the methods developed in Fox

and Crowell's Introduction to Knot Theory, it can be shown

that these knots are not equivalent. Yet, when the Conway

polynomial is computed, they have identical polynomials.
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